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In Part I. of a paper entitled
" Bright Light Sources," read before
this Society on November 14, 1944,
attention was devoted almost entirely
to considerati.ens of incandescent
tungsten fllarnent lamps. The various
factors which influence the brightness
of these sources were discussed and
illustrated by examples of a wide
range of projector lamps. In the
design of such lamps it was shown
that, compatible with other essential
features, the object was to concen-
trate the maximum possibie energy
in the smallest possible space. To
achieve the optimum result it was
necessary to take account of the
optical system in association with
which it was desired to use the light
source.

In the present paper attention will
be directed to considerations of the
factors which influence the brightness
of the electric discharge, and refer-
ence will be made to 'certain definite
types of lamp which have emerged
in the last few years as well as to
certain lamps of an exPerimental
nature, the properties'of which justify
their being classed as bright light
sources.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

To enable the discharge ,of an elec-
tric current through a gas or metallic
vapour to produce a light source of
high brightness some or all of the
lollowing factors must obtain : -

(a) High luminous efficiency.
(b) High-voltage gradients between

the electrodes.

(Read before the llluminating Engineering Society, on December llth, 1945.)

(c) High-current density in the dis-
charge.

The inter-relation of these three.fac-
tors will be understood by reference
to a simple example. If the efficiency
of light production in an electric dis-
charge lamp is 1 L /W , then f or a given
size and shape the sou,rce of bright-
ness will be only one-fiftieth of that
of an identical iamp dissipating the
same wattage at 50 L/W. The same
energy dissipation between the elec-
trodes might be obtained, however,
either by a comparatively high voltage
drop and a low current or by a com-
paratively low voltage drop and high
current. These alternative methods
for producing lamps of the same load-
ing may have a marked effect on the
efficiency of light production. For
example, in the casb of mercury
vapour lamps the efficiency increases
progressively up to about 55 L/W,
with increases in the voltage gradient
in the arc resulting from increases in
mercury vap'our pressure, the effect
on efficiency of an increase in current
at a constant pressure being much less
marked.

The reverse result is produced with
certain other gases and metallic
vapours where the effect of increasing
the pressure is to produce a decrease
in the efficiency of iight production.

It must be understood that these
examples are not generalisations, but
are true over specific regions in the
wide range of operating conditions
which may obtain in the design of
electric discharge lamps.

An object of the present paper
is to examine a number of different

types of lamps which have emerged
in more or less standardised forms as
a result of studying the effects of some
of the variables already mentioned.
Consideration wili be given to two
main classes of electric discharge
lamps, namely, metallic vapour lamps
and gas discharge lamps. Only
those types which are suitable for pro-
jection work will be discussed, and
no attempt will be made to produce a
complete catalogue. On the other
hand, it is hoped that this brief review
will illustrate the trend of develop-
ments during the last few years with
perhaps some indication of possible
lines for future development.

Attention will be devoted almost
entirely to considerations of the lamps
themselves and their applications. For
information regarding circuit arrange-
ments the excellent review by Messrs.
Maxted and Hull should be consulted.i

M]ETALLIG VAPOUR LAMPS
, Among the metallic vapours which
have been used in high brightness
electric discharge lamps, mercury,
cadmium, and zinc may be cited by
way of example. By far the most im-
portant of these at the present time is
the element merclrry. A great deal
has now been written regarding the
possibilities of electrically excited mer-
cury vapour as a source of light.'z-lz
Of the numerous types of successful
merc,ury lamps on the market or
known in the art it is proposed to
draw attention only to those falling
in the classes designated below:-

(1) MB-High - pressure mercury
vapour iarnps opetated in tubu-



lar quartz envelopes, loading
below 100 W/cm.

(2) MD-Water-cooled quartz capil-
lary tube lamps.

(3) ME-Air-cooled .quartz bulb
mercury lamps, l,oading above
100 W/cm.

Mercury Lamps, Type MB

This type of lamp, in both 80 and
1,25-watt iatings and in pearl or fluor-
escent buibs, has found extended use
for general illumination and street
lighting purposes. There is, in addi-
tion. a quartz lamp in this category
rvhich has been desi.gned specificallv
as a bright light source projectiori
lamp. It consists of a tubular quartz
bulb of 125 watts rating mounted in a

Fig. l. 125-watt mercury projector lamp
(type MB/D).

tubular clear glass envelope and fin-
ished with a prefocuS cap, see Fig. 1,

In the production of this lamp
for projection purposes it was neces-
sary to ensure by careful electrode
design that the arc would burn
steadilv and without lateral move-
ment. The problem ,of producing a
Iamp which would burn with a per-
fectly steady arc was solved in the
laborato,ries of members of the Elec-
tric Lamp Manufacturers Association.
and as a result MB/D (vertical burn-
ing lamps) have been made available
for precision optical work" They may
be operated either on A.C. mains with
.a suitable series choke ,or on D.C.
mains with a series resistance.'Suitable 

values for this resistance are
given in Table 1.

Teer-p 1.

RBsrste,ncn Var-uBs non D.C. Openerrow
on 125-wam MB/D Larurs.

Nlainsvoltage. Resistance(ohms).
200 76
2t0 86
220 92
230 102
240 110
250 t2l

The physical dimensions and general
characteristics of this simple form of
mercury vapour projection lamp are
given in Table 2 below :-.

Teeln 2.

Delerr-s or IVIB/D PnolecrroN LAMps.
Type 1. Type 2.

Lamp wattage 125 125
Supply voltage 200-250 200-250
Centre bright-

ness of arc...800-l000stitb 800-1000 stilb
Overall length lB5f5 mm. 145f 10mm.
Light centre

length .... ll5{2 mm. 95f5 mm.
Diameter ... 48f3 mm. 32!2 nrr..
Outer envelope Clear tubular Clear tubular
cap P28125 E27 l2s

822125-3-pir'
An'important feature is the linear

natdre of the source, the dimensions
" of which are appxoximdtely 3 mm.'x

25 mm. As with other types of high-
pressure mercury vapour lamp, a
period of time up to 10 minutes must
elapse before full brightness is
attained, but once the iamp is in full
operation the arc burns almost as
steadily as the filament of an incan-
descent tungsten filament pnojector
lamp. Other designs of air-cooled MB

- mercury vapour lamps were described
by Francis and Wilson in a paper
delivered before this Society in 1939.e

Me,rcurlr Lampsl Type MD.
The type of mercury vapour lamp

in which a high-pressqre mercury dis-
charge is produced within a capillary
bore thick-walled quartz tube cooled
in a stream of running water, is rrow
well known. It is available in 500 and
1,000-watt ratings. The principal
characteristics of these two sizes of
lamp are given in Table 3 above,
from which it will be seen that the
1,000-watt lamp differs from the 500-
rvatt lamp principaily in respecf of the
arc length. The effect of this is to pro-
duce approximateiy twice the arc
voltage drop at the same current. It is
"for this reason that the efficiency-and
brightness values'of the two lamps are
almost identical.

It will be realised from a study of
this data that a 2,000-watt.MD/H lamp
'will be produced by using an arc
length of 50 mm. . instead of the
25 mm. of the 1,00Q-watt type.

Figure (2) shows a typical example
of a water-cooled mercury vapour
lamp, Details of' the water-jacket and

'o

water union are shown, from which it
will be seen that the cooling water
flows in the annular space between the
quartz burner and an inner guiding
tube, and returns in the'outer space
between this guiding tube and the

Teer-B 3,
De,:re oN 500 exo 1,000-wam MD/H Le,rves.
Wattage 500 w. 1,000 w.
Open circuit voltage... 600 1,200
Arc length ...13+2 mm. 25f2mm.
Lamp operating cur-

rent... ... 1.B5amps. 1.4oamps.
Initial peak brightness30,000 stitb 30,00Ostilb
Average tile for 100

switchings... ... 100 hrs. 100 hrs.
Efficiency ... 60 L/W. 62+LlW.
Circuit .i.. ... Operated on stray-

field transformer
tubular wall of the outer jacket of the
iamp. For convenience it has been
arranged that one terminal of the lamp
is earthed and the other terminal is
brought out to a suitably insulated
high'voltage connector. The chief
value of this type of lamp lies in the
fact that the high centre brightness of
the discharge column is attained
within two or three seconds after
switching on. Its linear form renders
it very suitable fo,r projection work in
which comparatively large areas re-
quire to be iliuminated, or for the
illumination of slits in ce,rtain optical
equipment.

Various modifications of the
original MD/H iamps have been
rvorked out to produce a light source
of larger projected a,rea. For
example, two or more burners may
be rnounted side by side within a
single water jacket. In another de-
sign a mirror has been introduced
into the water jacket so arranged
that two images of the source appear
one on each side ,of it and in the same
optical plane.l; Experimental lamps
have been made in which the quartz
,burner is bent into the form of a
bight or a spiral,16 but these designs
have not been found capable of the
same high loading per unit length as
the straight tube, and it has been
found more difficult to provide ade-
quate cooling. It will have been
realised that the function of the water
is to prevent the quartz capi'llary tube
from reaching an excessively high
temperature. A.similar'cooling effect
may be produced by means of an air
blast, and this method has been
appiied in certain special circum-
stances although the loading of the
lamp per unit length cannot be made
as high as in those cases where a
Iiquid co'oling medium is employed.
While in many cases it is possible to
operate .the water jacket directly
from the water supply mains, " the
cooling water then flowing to waste,



for some purprssss it has been f'ound
essenti.al to us'e a ,water ,cir,culating
system. Equipment ,has been de-
rsigned in which the cooling liquld
after leaving the larnp is reduced in
temperature by means of a radiator
before b,eing returned ,once rnore to
the lamp, :and in another ,design a
small reservoir of w,ater acts'both as

,of the light fr,orn the MD/H mercury
lamp which has been f'ound most suit-
,able for obtaining rapid exposures.

Mercury Lamps, Type ME
As distinct from the linear ,arc of

the types of lamp just described, the
arc of the ME lamp is practicallv
spherical in for,m. The smaller l,amps

a storage tank ,and cool'ing vessel in
the water circulating. system. T,o
cater for the eventuality that failure
to switch,off the l,amp before the flow
of .water ceases might result in
da,m,ags to the lam'p due to over-
heating, an ele,ctrical cut-o,ut operated
by ,a reduction in the flow of w,ater
may be fittbd in the cool.ing sy3tem.
S,orne very compact arrangements ,of
this nature have been ipplied {n

. practice, and experience has shownthat both the 500 and 1,000-watt
]VID1H lamps can be m,ade to giv€ re-
liable.servi,ce under a wide vaiiety of
conditions ,of use. For exa,rnple, 

-500-

watt MD/H lamps. have been 
'used

by Messrs. Ross, Ltd., for the printing
of hieh definition graticuGs 

"r,dhundreds of thousands of t*rese grail-
cules have been produced with tlte aid

of ZS0 and 500-watt rating have
already been describsd.e. 10; 11 They
have entered the opti,cal instrumeni
and illurninati,on fields in co,mpetition
with sm,all ,carbon arcs, and wiltr tligtr
brightness ltungsten filament proj;-
tor 

- 
lamps, and rirhere a high ind

unif'orm brightness is required, they
represent the most ,c,onvenient and
most efficient bright light source vet
available. For example, the Hilgel
universal pro,jector and the Hilgertool rnakers proje,ctors utilise 2E0_
watt ME lamps of the type shown in
Flie. S("). The excellent deflnitionof these profile and inspection ero_jectors is assisted by the high brilhi-
ngsq and stable arc,of the latest foimsof ME lamp. B'eside the three_pin
base mounting this lamp is atso iviit_
able in a ,standardised form *itn' a

o

500-watt

1,000-watt

Water union.

Fig. 2. 500 and 1,000-watt *ut", 
"ool"d 

l.-o. 1,*" MD/H) with holder and water union.

(u) (b)

Fig. 3. 250-watt mercury projection lamps
. (type ME).

large prefocus cap, and this la,tter de-
sign is recommended for general pur-
pose use. Fjg. 3(b).

For certain experimental optical
projection jobs, the.properties of the
high-pressure mercury vapour arc
have ,been utilised to provide a light
source of approxirnately 1mm. x
1 m,m. An ex,perimental f,orm of this
l.amp wiil ,be 'dernonstrated. trt is a
small edition oJ th.e types of ME lamp
whic.h are now,well known. In its
design it was n,eceSsary to pay special
atteption to means for ensuling thdt
the ar,c rerrnained stationary between
the electrodes, as with such a small
source any movement of the arc
would severely affect the usefulness
of the device. Such lamps are not
generally available at the present
tim'e, but they indicate a limiting
fo.rm of this type of mercury vapour
lamp. With a'dissip'ation of 100 watts
a point source la,mp may ,have a
brightness at the centre of the :arc of
,about 50,000 stilbs. The author is not
aware ,of any otlrer light s,ource of
comparable small-size and brightness.
Like all high-pressure mencury
vap,our lamps .a period of time must
e,la,pse before full brightness is
attained, but for m.any purposes this
is not regarded as de,tracting from
the usefulness of this inter,esting
'dev'eIopment.

Since the paper of Fran,cis ,and Wil-
son read before this Society in 1939e
a 1,000-watt ME la,rrrp has become
avail'able, and a very considerable
,amount ,o{ developrnent work has
been c,arrie'd out on Larger sizes ,of
naturaily cooled larnps ,up to 1b kws
rating.18 Still higher wattage dissi-
pations have been obtained by forced



cooling of the bulb. It is pr'oposed to
briefly describe the 1,000-watt Ml'l
lamp and then to illustrate so'rne ,of

the principal considerations which
infl,uenced the devel,op,rnent of l'amps
of much higher brightness. As will
be seen f,r'om Fig. 4, the 1,000-
watt ME lamp is designed for o,pera-
tion in free ,air, that is to say the
qwartz bulb is not enclosed wit'hin an
outer jacket, as is standard pra'ctice
with the 250 and 500-watt types, and
therefore a doubl,e-ended design has
been found ,oonvenient. tSimilarly, all
larnps designed for lo,adings greater
than 1 kw r,ating are of the jacketless
type. In the 'case of the 1,000 watt
Iamp the ter,minals are situated ,at a
suffi.cient 'distance from the spherical
bulb in whirch the dischar,ge takes
place to enable them to operate at a
re:asonable temper,ature in free air.
Titre bottom terminal of the lamp is
fi'tted with a prefocusing {isc, which
is n'ot ,only used for establishing con-
tact but wrhich Locates the ex'act posi-
tion of the source in respect to the
Iamp holder and enables repiace-
ments to,be ,effected without the need
f'or adjus,ting the larnp in rel,ation to
the ass,ociated optical system. Other
designs have been developed which
allow both electr,ode conne,ctions to
ter'minate :at one si'de of the bulb in-
stead ,of 'at diametrically opposite
sides, ,as in the type illustrated, The
centre brightness of the 1,000-watt
ME lamp, see Table 4, is ftrigher than
that of any generally available light

source except the Larger sizes 'of high-
intensity carbon arcs.

Taer-e 4.
Csanecrenrsltcs on 1,000-wnrr Tvee NIE/D

Leup.
Overall length ... 245f2.5 mm.
L.C.L. from back of sup-

porting ring to face of
iemote eleclrode 120f1 mm.

Starting current c. 20 amPeres
Running current c. 16 amPeres
Bulb diameter ... 55 mm. max.
Cap Special ring tYPe
Initial ef6ciency ... 50-55 L/W. approx.
Peak initial brightness... 40,000 stilb
Electrical circuit Series choke

A limiting feature for some appli-
cations is the fact that six 'o'r eight
minutes must elapse before full
brightness is obtained, but for many
purposes this fact does not affect the
usefulrress of the source. A study of
tihe table ,of ,chara,cteristics of the
1,000-wartt ME lamp 'reve,als that the
starting ,current is 'of the order of
20 amperes, iand therefore the quartz
to metal seals must be designed for
this c.urrent. This follows fr,om the
fact that the arc voltage drop when
the larnp is in full operation lies be-
tween 60 and 75 volts. Assuming a
linear relationship, thenefore, a 5-kw
ME lamp wo,uld require serals capable
of carrying about 100 a,mperes and a
10-kw lamp seals carrying about
200 ,amperes.

HIGH WATTAGE TYPE ME LAMPS
The 'design of heavy current direct

refractory metal to quaft,z seals has
been one of the many achievements

of the labonatories of members of the
Electric L'amp Manufacturers Asso-
ciation. This will be appreciated
when I state that.current 'densities ot
the'order of 10,000 arlnps. per sq. cm'

Fig.5. 15 kw and l0 kw mercury vapour
projection lamps (type ME).

can be passed through ,hermetic seals
which ,consist of thin foliations of
molybdenum sealed either directly
into quartz tubing or into the annular
space between two concent'ric quartz
tubes.le 250.ampere seals of this type
,are shown in Fig. 5, which illus-
trates two ratings of high-p'o,wer ME
larnps. Not only is it necessary in
the pr,oduction of higher p,ower ME
'l,amps to use seals which, while carry-
ing ourrents of 100 a,m'peres'or more,
are capable of operating ,at temper,a-
tures ,considerably in excess ,of nor-
mal, it is also necessary to use quartz
bulbs of adequate size to enable the
heat generated by the discharge to
be dissipated and of an adequate
strength t'o withstand the internal
pressure. In this conne,ction and by
way of example a bulb of about
100 mm. in diameter is required.for
an ME type lamp of 10-kw rating.
Even so, during the operati'on of the
lamp this bulb in free ,air will reach
a temperature ,od the order of ?50' C.
For many p'u,rposes, p,articularly those
connected with the natur€ of the
availabLe current supplies, it has been
found necessary to design high-power
ME lamps f,or use .on direct current.as
well .as alternating current sri'ppiies.
Whereas the lower wattage lamps are
ohiefly m:ade for . A.C. supplies, but
may also be designed for D.C. cir-
cuits in the case of the larger lamps, it
has been found that the'direct current
lamp has been the most generaily

Fig. 4, 1,000-watt mercury projector lamp
(type ME).
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useful. The relative sizes of anode
and cathode which have been found
satisfactory in the production of these
very large lamps is shown in Fig. 5,

from which it will be seen that
the mass of the anode is many times
that of the cathode. It is also interest-
ing to note that in order to develop
the designed voltage drop of about
75 volts a bulb of 100 mm. diameter
requires about 15 grammes of mer-
cury. Initiation of the discharge is
assisted by the presence of a low
pressure of inert gas within the bulb
just as in the case of the smaller
Iamps, and,may be facilitated by the
use of either a high voltage or high
frequency discharge applied in one
of the usual ways.' Some of the more
interesting features and characteris-
tics of these high-power ME type
lamps will now be discussed.

In order that the maximum amount
of light can be collected from the arc
it appeared essential at an early stage
in the development of these lamps that
the electrodes should be so designed
as to intercept from the arc a
minimum amount of the emitted flux.
This was particularly necessary where
the lamp was to be used for the illu-
mination of large aperture mirrors.
It has therefore become general prac-
tice to cut away facets from both the
anode and the cathode faces so as to
reduce to a minimum obscuration of
the collecting'surface of the optical
system.lz The effect of this design

60 50 40 30

feature is shown in the polar curve,
Fig. 6, which gives the candle power
of a 10-kw mercury arc along
the main axis of the arc. It will be
seen that the cathode produces little
obscuration down to about 50" below
the horizontal, while there is an in-
creasing amount of obscuration by the
anode above an angle of about 40".
The polar curve was taken on a lamp
with the electrodes arranged in the
form shown in the inset piece of Fig.
6. The arc brightness distribution
o'f a typical lamp of 10 kw rating is
show4 in Fig. 7, from which it will
be seen that with an arc length of 8.8
mm. a peak arc brightness greater
than 80,000 stilbs. was obtained. The
illustration shorn's both the brightness
distribution along a line joining the
centres of the anode and cathode as
well as in a plarre bisecting the elec-
trode axis. From a study of the pro-
perties of the mercury vapour arc
over a wide range of operating con-
ditions, the author has reduced two
equations which enable the properties
of the high current density. mercury
vapour arc to be predicted in terms of
three variables only, namely :-

L:arc length in cm.
V:arc voltage

. A:arc current
These approximate relationships

are:-
Bc (stilbs) : 3.0 x (Y)'.' x e,'

and

Whether these extremely high values
are capable of praetical realisation is
still a matter for investigation. Con-
siderations of the problems involved
in the production of high power ME
Iamps led to the conclusion that in-

t00

75

25

7 6 54 3 2 t 0 t2 3 4 5 6 78
mm.

Fig. 7. Typical distribution curve for l0 Lw
lamp.

creased brightness would have to be
obtained by increasing the curtent
rather than by increasing the voltage
gradient. The reasons which -led to
this conclusion are set out below:-

(1) The increase of bulb diameter
consequent on the necessity for a
greater wattage dissipation would re-
duce the bursting strength of the
quarlz bulb. The expression:-

4TFP :-,r,- where P : burstjng stress in lb.
per sq. inch.

F : tensile strength in lb.
per sq. inch.

T : wall thickness in
inches.

D : diameter in inches.

indicates that for spherical shells the
bursting stress is inversely propor-
tional to the diameter. While the re-
duction in strength, consequent on in-
creased diameter, could theoretically
be compensated by increased wall
thickness, this compensation could in
practice only be applied to a small
extent, as with too great a wall thick-
ness for the quartz bulb thermal
stresses set up, during fqbrication or
operation of the lamp would prob-
ably lead to rupture due to cracking.

Practical experience with the
smaller high brightness lamps, in

50

9
X

c

';

.90

o

1.4 x Ao.sw (cm.) :

Fig. 6. Polar distribution about mirror axis
o{ light flux from l0 hw ME lamp (wattage
l0 kw, voltage 83 v., current 120 amps.;.

* Where 3s : peak brightness at centre of
arc

w : width of arc at half Bc.

It can be shown that these expres-
sions are valid over a range in frlght-
ness from 100 to 100,000 stilbs. It

'therefore appears legitimate to assume
that they can be used to predict the
behaviour of high wattage arcs de-
signed to produce still higher peak
brightness values. Applying them to
the case of lamps of 30 kw loadi'ng
designed for an arc voltage of 80 and
with different values of arc length the

, following values are obtained : -
Loading 30 kw.

Arc length Calculated values of centre
mm. brightness Bc (stilbs).
5 4.14 x 10s

6 3.14 x 105

7 2.45 x 105

I 2.05 x lOs
9 1.72 x 105

. 10 1.46 x 105

These values should be compared
with average data for the brightness
of the sun's disc of 1.6 x 105 stilbs.
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which voltage gradients of the order
of 200 volts per cm. were employed,
had shown that explosive rupture
sometimes occurred. It thus appeared
expedient to employ a reduced mer-
cury vapour pressure, and therefore a
reduced voltage gradient for lamps of
higher wattage and greater bulb
diameter.

. Some work by Dawihl and Rix 13, 14

on the rnechanical strength of quartz
glass showed that spherical bulbs of
about 40 mm. in diameter with a
mean wall thickness of about 2.5 mm.
burst at 73 to 110 atmospheres at room
temperature and at 7I7 to 133 atmo-
sphere zit B00' C. They attributed the
increased strength at the higher tem-
perature to changes in the structure of
the quartz.

As mentioned above, in the early
work with these lamps, explosive rup-
ture occasionally occurred during
operatioa at about 2b atmospheres
pressure, probably due to a combina-
tion of mechanical and thermal
stresses. This was an important p,oint
as the quartz bulbs used for preparing
the lamps were similar. in dimensioni
to those used by Dawihl and Rix to
obtain their mechanical strength
data summarised above. The tem-
perature of operation was also simi-
lar, namely, about 800' C. It appeared,
therefore, that a factor of sa?ety of
at least 5: 1 was not excessive, especi-
aily in view of the temperature giadi-
ents which were bound to occul
during the operation of these high-
pressure mercury lamps.

Xmploying the Dawihl and Rix data,
which gives minimum tensile strength
values for quartz of 5,300 lb. per so.
inch, we have the foilowing valuei
for-the bursting pressure ,of quartz
bulbs calculated from the expr6ssion

/j_ 4FT
": D grven above:-

Bulb Wall Burst-

would be to decrease the peak bright-
ness for a given current as Bc is pro'-

v1'5 .

portional to -t
(3) To give an overall increase in

brightness it '"r'ould be necessary to
use much increased currents, as Bc
varies as A0.7.

(4) The reduced. voltage gradients
contemplated for the larger lamps
would lead to lower arc voltages if
the arc gap was kept constant. It
therefore seemed logical to consider
an incredse of arc length for the
larger lamps to compensate for the
reduced gradients and to maintain the
arc voltage at about 75 volts, which
was the designed value in the smail
high brightness lamps so far described
which had an arc length of 4 to 5 mrn.
For these reasons, a lamp of 15 kw
would be designed in general with
an arc length of 10 to 12 mm., and
correspondingly larger values might
be employed for lamps of still higher
rating. Enough has been said to indi-
cate that the high current density
mercury vapour arc is not only a
potential rival of the carbon arc but
is capable of being made already in
sizes of higher brightness than that
of the carbon arc.

Electrode Gonfiguration

The use of a single anode and a
single cathode to carry the current
to and from the high current density
mercury vapour arc has certain obvi-
ous disadvantages when the design of
very larle lamps is under considera-
tion, and also for certain optical rea-
sons. For example, the current in the
arc is limited to the current which a
single electrode will carry and which
a single seal will carry. Considera-
tions such as these led to the develop-
ment of multi-electrode lamps. De-
signs have been tested in which two
or more pairs of co-operating elec-
tr,odes have ,been used t'o carry the
current into thg ,s1s.zo The physical
arrangements of these electrodes
may be such that the various cornpo-
nent parts of the arc coalesce together
to form a homogeneous source. In
an alternative design, a single cathode
has been used to sbrve two or more
anodes. In such ways it has not only
been found possible to produce higher
power lamps, but it has also been
p,ossible to design lamps in which the
shape of the arc and the distribution
of brightness across the arc can be
modified to a desirable extent. White
such developments are still in their
infancy, it was felt that in a review
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Fig. B. Diagram ol ME type lamp showing
right-angle arrangement of electrodes and

collector shield to intercept arc flarr,e,

of this sort it was worth while to indi"
cate something of the trend of re.
search in this interesting and impor-
tant field. An example of a lamp with
the eleitrodes arranged at right
angles to one another and fitted with
a collector shield to intercept the arc
flame and prevent its impingement on
the quartz bulb is shown in Fig. 8.

A preferred arrangement is one rn
which two co-operating anodes are
used and the cathode is located in line
with the axis of one anode and at
right angles to the axis of another,2r
This arrangement has the added ad-
vantage that for some cases where it
is desirable to tilt the lamp at all
angles from the horizontal to the ver-
tical the arc flame is always inter-
cepted by one or other of the anodes.

Magnetic Gontrol of the Arc Flame

With certain designs of very high
power ME lamps it is found that the
arc flame becomes of pencil shape and
impinges on the surface of the con-
taining vessel leading to localised de-
vitrification of the qwartz. Arrange-
ments have been worked out for the
dispersal of this arc flame, which con-
sist of a magnetic field produced
transversely to the arc to cause the
high temperature particles of the con-
vection stream to move out of the
vertical path and normal to the lines
of force of the magnetic fi.eld. In one
such system the magnetic fleld ccim-
prises that between the poles of a
horseshoe rriagnet, the poles being
situated one on each, side .of and
'transverse to.the arc. Alternatively,
the field may be a free field emanat-
ing from one pole of a bar magnet at
right angles to the arc. The magnetic
field can be produced by an electro-
magnet, the wiridings of which are so
arranged that the intensity of the
field can be increased as the angle of
the lamp from the vertical increases.z2

diam.
in.

inches

thick-
ness

inches

lng
pressure
Atmo-

95
70
56

From column 4 it appeared that
for quartz bulbs of ,2 in. to 5 in.
diameter, with a wall thickness of
0.2 in., which was considered a work-
able value, it would be necessary not
to materially exceed 25 atmospheres
working pressure on 2-in. diameter
bulbs and fo use lower pressures
where larger bulbs were employed.

(2) The effect of reducing the value

of , in the design of larger lamps
L

Maximum safe
internal pressure

allowing.S : I
factor of safety

2
3
4
5

'o.z
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0.2
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A suitabie circuit arrahgement for
magnet and lamp,is shown in figure 9.

Some Expenimental Data
As a result.of the work ou,tlined in

the preceding sections a range of ex-
perimendal high power ME lamps
has been developed suitable for

Fig. 9. Simple circuit arrangement for
magnetic dispersal of arc fame.

operation without forced cooling and
typical hrighthess data f,or suah a
range,is given in the table below:-

Dere non ExponrupNrar ME I anrps.
Wattage... 2,000 3,000 5,000 7,500 10,000
Arc length

mm. ..:6-6.5 7 8-8.5 9 9.5-10
Lamp volt-

age ...60-75 60-75 60-75 60-75 60-75
Lamp cur-
rent, amps. 32 48 80 120 160
Centre
brightness
Bc (stilb) 40,000 45,000 55,000 65,000 75,000

I,t is an interesting fact that the
efficiency of light production for each
of these lamps is approximately con-
stant at about 50 to 55 L/W. In the
above table suitable values for arc
length have been given for each of
the wattages; although investigations
have covered a range of arc lengths
at each wattage. The effect of such
changes on centre brightness and arc
width may be pred'icted fr,orn the
functiohs given in one of the preced-
ing sections.

Golour Modulation of the Mercury
Vapour Arc

There Lave been many proposals
for rnodulating the radiation from the
mercury vapour arc to enable rnbre
satisfactory colour rendering of
objects viewed in its light. In the case
of lamps of the type under discussion
in this section, i.e,, high brightness
mercury vapour lamps, the use of
fluorescence is not considered feasible
and consideration must therefore be
given to methods which directly
modify the radiation from the arc
itself. Of these the use of mixed
metal vapours has received a con-
sider'able amount of study, and the
most prominence has been given to
the use of rnixtures of mercury,
cadmiumand zinc. By such means it
is feasible to rnodify the spectrum of
the high-pressure mercury vapour arc
in. the manner shown in figure
10 (a and b). The intr'oduction of cad-

mium giving as it does a prominent
red line at 6438 A.U. is also useful
in introducing blue and blue-green
radiation at 4780 A.U. and 5086
A.U., the effect of these d,orninant
spectral. lines being to impart a
blue appearance to the low cur-
rent density arc , while improv-
ing the colour rendering in both the
red and blue regions of the spectrum.
Where the .lamp is used therefore for
the projection of coloured slides or
colour films the mercury cadmium ME
lamp is to be preferred to the pure
mercury lamp. Besides these notable
effects, improvements ,in the colour
rendering propenties of the high pres-
sure mercury vapour arc with
increases in current " density have
already been the subject of comment
and discussion. It is interesting,
therefore, to study the effect of using
higher current densities on the colour
of the mercury cadmium lamp. The
effects are useful as will be seen by
reference to Figure 10 (c).

I'u will be seen that in the lamp of
higher output with the same percent-
age of cadmium in the mercury, i.e.,
10 per cent., there appears to be a pre-
ferential excitation of the cadmium
radiation in the red region, thus
causing an.improvement in the colour
rendering properties of the light. In
this connection it is interesting to
compare the colour of mercury radia-
tion with.that of the radiation from a
500-watt mercury cadmium lamp and
the 9-kw mercury cadmium ME lamp'in terms of the C.I.E. system.

Cor-oun Appeenexcr or. ME. Lllrps.
C.I.E. Co-OnorNATES.

LarnpType x y z
500-w mercury ... .gl1 .5AO .949
500-w mercury cad-

mrum... ... .293 .337 .370
9,000-w mercury cad-
'mium... ... .361 .290 .349
Another method which offers inter-

esting possibilities was discovered by
accident when it was found. that cer-
tain specimens of quarlz tubing con-
tained traces of lithium. It is well
known that during the working of
quartz some material volatilizes in the
form of a'white fume. This fume
Iargely consists: of SiO, but it was
found that when,the fume was deposi-
ted on the electrodes of certain types
of ME lamp there occurred a powerful
.emission of red radiation which was
found to be at 6?08 A.U., coinciding
with a dominant lithium line. As
stated above, the source of this lithium
was eventually traced to certain gpeci-
mens of quartz. The question therefore
arose as to whether this unwanted
effect could'be harnessed in a practi-
cal form of lamp, particularly as the
amount of red which could be intro-
duced in this way appeared to be
greater than could b,e produced by the
excitation of the mercury and cad-
mium spectra simultaneously.' Whiie
it is not possible to predict what will
eventually obtain, some interesting
results have indicated that the arc
spectrum of lithium can be excited
simultaneously with the arc spectrurn
of mercury, and notwithstanding the
volatility of lithium and its chemical
reactivity the improved colour of the
composite radiation is maintained for
many hours.

A satisfactory solution to the prob-
lem of improving the colour rendering
properties of the high-pressure mer-
cury vapour arc is required before the
arc can be used for the projection of
standard colour films. If, however, a
complete solution is not obtained, the
possibility of modifying the processing
of the film to make it suitable for the
radiation from existing lamps should
not be overlooked.

(u)

(b)

(")

Fig. 10. spectrograms showing radiation from mercury and mercury cadmium ME type lamps
(g) 500-watt ME ]"-p, mercury only.
(b) 50_0-watt ME lamp, -"r"rry cadmium.(") 9 kw mercury c^dhium lump.
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Gurrent Gontrol and Starting of
ME Lamps

As has been indicated in earlier
sections, ME type lamps must be qper-
ated in series with a current limiting
device which is convenientiy a resist-
ance for D.C. supplies and a choke for
A.C. supplies. There are a number of
different methods of ensuring reliable
ignition of the arc, and some of these
are now weII known in connection
with the more established types of
high-pressure mercury vapour lamp.
For example, the gas pressure and
composition in the lamp may be so re-
lated to the electrode gap and the elec-
trode activity that reliable ignition
may occur on ordinary supply mains
voltages without any additional start-
ing means. In other cases, an ignitor
electrode may be provided, or the lamp
may be started by means of a high vol-
tage pulse produced by an inductive
surge from the choke or from a con-
denser charged to a high voltage.
There are some interesting features
regarding ignitor electrodes and some
of these are set out in the succeeding
section.

General Function of lgnitor Electrode

The use of auxiliary electrodes to
facilitate the ignition of electric dis-
charge lamps has been described by a
number of workers.2s In the simplest
aruangement the ignitor electrode is
situated very close to one of the main
electrodes of the lamp and is con-
nected through a high resistance, e.g.,
50,000 ohms, to the opposite main
electrode. When the lamp is switched
into circuit the full potential differ-
ence between the main electrode is
also established across the very small
gap of about 1 mm. which separates
the tips of the auxiliary electrode and
the co-operating main electrode. A
localised glow discharge therefore
occurs, and the ionisation so produced
allows of the almost instantaneous
ignition of the main arc.

In an alternative arrangement a
pair of auxiliary electrodes may be
used, one very close to each main
electrode and connected 'together
through a high resistance. Simul-
taneous iohisation occurs in the
vicinity of each main electrode when
the circuit switch is closed, and igni-
tion of the main arc follows immedi-
ately.

While these simple arrangements
suffice for procuring the first ignition
of the arc in discharge tubes up to
50 cm. in length from alternating

current supply voltages of 250 volts,
they will not function when a mer-
cury lamp is in the high-pressure con-
dition. In such cases it is necessary
to allow the discharge tube to cool
down to room temperature or there-
abouts before the arc can be re'
ignited f.rom mains voltages. For
A.C. lamps the incandescent auxiliary
electrode offers a solution of this
difficuity.

The lncandescent Auxiliary
This device consists of a tungsten

helix mounted very close to one of the
main electrodes of a .high-pressure
mercury vapour lamp and so con-
nected that it can be raised to
incandescence by the passage of an
electric current. The transformer
secondary feeding this auxiliary elec-
trode,is connected through a suitable
current-limiting device to the oppos-
ing main electrode. For the ignition
of a.5-kw lamp from either the low
or high pressure condition a suit-
able auxiliary can be made by wind-
ing a tungsten coil to the following
specification : -

Number of turns ...,..... 10

Wire diameter ............ 0.6 mm.
Mandrel 1.0 mm.
Pitch of coil 0.8 mm.
The following factors have each an

influence on the operation of the
device : -(a) Wattage dissipation of the fila-

ment.
(b) Temperature of the filament.
(c) Distance of the filament from

the adjacent main electrode.
(d) The current flowing in the

auxiliary gap.

The general effect of these variables
is discussed below. An increase in
the wattage dissipated by the filament
is advantageous in facilitating re-igni-
tion of a lamp from the high vapour
pressure condition. In the earlier
experiments the glowing tip of a
V-shaped filament was used, but it
was subsequently found preferable to
use the heavy tungsten helix men-
tioned above. The temperature of the
filament, and thereby its thermionic
emission, governs the voltage at
which ignition of the auxiliary arc
wiil occur. For example, if under a
given set of conditions of high vapour
pressure the auxiiiary arc fails to
strike then an increase .in electrode
temperature will generally cause arc
formation. The incandescent auxiliary
electrode must be mounted close to
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the adjacent main electrode in order
to ensure that the auxiliary arc will
form under the highest mercury
vapour pressure which can arise. A
gap of about 1 to 1.5 mm. between
the fllament and the adjacent main
electrode will in most cases enable
instant ignition of the main arc to
take place at pressures equivalent to
a voltage gradient of 90 volts per cm.
Decrease in the auxiliary arc gap to
less than 1 mm., however; reduces the
voltage at which the auxiliary arc will
strike, but also causes it to have a
more localised character, and thereby
Iimits the spread of ionisation. It is,
therefore, preferable to have the
maximum auxiliary electrode gap
which will ensure reliable ignition of
the auxiliary arc. This effect is to
some extent also related to the miigni-
tude of the current which is allowed
to flow between the auxiliary elec-
trode and the main electrode. If
the auxiliary current is adjusted to a
very low value then in aII probability
the main arc will refuse to ignite at
the higher vapour pressures. With
increase in the auxiiiary arc current
the resultant ionisation is increased
and ignition of the main arc is
ensured. The simplicity with *tricfr
the incandescent ignitor electrode
allows of the ready ignition of the
arc at all pressures may still make it
important in the further development
of the high current density mercury
vapour arc.

Utilisation of Mercury Vapour Lamps,
Type ME

In its simplest form the standard
type of ME lamp gives a sub-
stantially uniform radiation in the
plane bisecting the arc at right angles
to the electrode axis. It is difficult to
utilise the whole of this radiation to
the maximum advantage in many
types of optical system. For example,
in the film or slide projector the angle
subtended at the centre of the arc by
the first condensing lens of the opti-
cal system is probably of the order'
of not more than 90" to 120'. Some
gain in the efficiency of utilisation can
be obtained by the use of a mirror
situated on the optical axis of the pro-
jector and on the side of the lamp
remote from the condensing lens. If,
however, the mirror is spherical and
is arranged to project the light.back
on the arc itself the gain is quite small,
due to the mercury vapour arc being
impenetrable to its , own radiation.
The image of the arc may, however.
be thrown to one side of the arc
proper or, by means of a specially de-



signed reflecting system,.two images
of the arc may be formed one on each
side of the arc proper, the arc itself
and the reflecting image each contri-
buting to the flux falling on the con-
densing lens. While modifications to
the flux distribution from the arc may
be achieved by the methods described

Fig. Il. Arrangement o{ ME lamp and
deep parabolic mirror lor maximum flux

utilisation.

in an earlier section 'of this paper,
there are certain cases when the re-
flecting system may be arranged to
take advantage of the properties of
the standard ME lamp in a very
advantageous manner. One such
arrangement is shown in Fig. 11,
A deep'parabolic mirror is fitted with
an ME lamp of conventional type in
which the electrode axis iies on the
mirror axis. The mirror is therefore
illuminated 'over its most eftectivtr
area by the radiation from the lamp
through an angle of 360' around the
electrode axis. The centre of the
mirror may be cut away, as no lighl;
falls thereon due to electrode obscura-
tion. Such an arrangement is par-
ticularly useful where it is desired
to throw a vertical pencil of light.
.The introduction of a mirror inclined
at an angle of 45", or of a right angle
prism into the beam of ligtrt, may. be
used for horizontal projection. Such
an arrangement illustrated diagram-
matically in Fig. 12 might be used

ME lnup
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Fis. 12. Suggested arrangement of ME
lamp, parabolic reflector, plane mirror and

condensing lens of optical train.

in cinema or lantern slide projectors.
In the case illustrated the initial light
beam is projected downwards to
facilitate ventilation around the lamp.

LOW.PRESSURE HIGH BRIGHT'
NESS GAS DISCHARGE LAMPS

As .indicated in an earlier. section,
high current density in the discharge
is one of the factors which leads to
high brightness. It is an essential fac-
tor in the case of low-pressure dis-
charge lamps as the voltage gradient
in these larnps is very nluch less than
in those of the high-pressure type. On
the other hand, a low-pressure type
of lamp is advantageous f,:lr some pur-
poses in that it is alreacry in a suit-
able condition for the passage of a
discharge and does not require a pre-
liminary burning period or pre-heat-
ing to reach the prepared condition.
In the low-pressure discharge also, the
arc in general fills the width of the
disc,harge vessel, 'and therefore it is
very suitable where a larger area of
light source is required than is com-
qr*on with the ,standard type of high-
pressure lamp. In oider to obtain the
required current density in the arc to
give a source of high brightness it
has become common practice to em-
ploy the discharge from a condenser
charged to a relatively high voltage
and to use the discharge tube to vir-
tually short circuit the condenser; It
will be understood that the effect of
such a discharge is to produce a single
flash of light, and the lamps described
in this section of the paper are de-
signed for the production of single
flashes which may be isolated by rela-
tively long periods of time or which
may follow one another in rapid
succession. Under these pulse condi-
tions high order currents are pro-
duced, and the instantaneous wattage
dissipation may reach very high
values. For example a condenser of
50 mfds. charged to 4,000 volts }as
an energy content of 400 joules. If
this energy. is discharged through the
tube in 100 microseconds the average
power dissipated through the lamp is
4 x 100 watts. If we assume an aver-
age voltage over the discharge period
of half the condenser voltage, i.e.,
2,000 volts, then the average current
during the discharge will be 2 x 10s
amperes. These values and even
higher ones may occur during the
operation of flash tubes, 'and the
amount of light which can be pro-
duced from single discharges can
therefore reach very high orders.
With a type of la,mp which,.will be
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demonstrated. during the reading of
this paper a luminous output prob-
ably greatet than 2 X 108 lumens is
obtained with a brightness probably
exceeding 5 x 10+ stilbs. The practical
utilisation of this phenomenon has re-
sulted in the evolution of certain well
defined lamp types and in several
interesting applications, some of
which will be mentioned.

The necessary components for pro-
ducing high brigh;tness flash dis-
charges consist essentially of:-

(1) A bank of condensers together
with suitable charging arrange-
ments for giving between 2,000
and 10,000 volts.

(2) A lamp capable of withstanding
the high thermal and electrical
stresses to which it is subjected
in the discharge cycle.

(3) Triggering arrangerrr*ent for
causing ignition of the dis-
charge at a predetermined time.

With regard to (1), if a source of
alternating current is available it is
a relatively simple matter to trans-
form to a suitably high voltage and
then to rectify the high voltage sup-
ply and use the rectified output to
charge the condenser. If only a low
voltage D.C. supply is available
then a vibra,tor inverter provides
a simple means of converting to
A.C. and this may be then
used to feed a transformer to
provide the necessary high voltage,
which, after rectification, is used for
condenser charging. In a third
method,. a low voltage b-attery supply
may be used, and this may be con-
verted to A.C. through a small rotary
converter, which is then used for
charging a condenser via a transfor-
mer and rectifier. In all cases, the
object is to charge the main bank of
condensers at a sufficiently rapid rate
to allow of their periodic discharge
through the lamp at whatever fre-
quency is demanded by the purpose
for which the light is intended.

(2) Flash Discharge Lamp

For most purposes the flash dis-
charge lamp is'designed with charac-
teristics such that its striking voltage
is substantially higher than the voLt-
age to which the condenser is charged,
and its extinguishing voltage should
be as low as possible so that the
maximum amount of energY from the
condenser is dissipated in the dis-
charge of the lamp. The lamp design
must be such as will allow high order
currents to be carried without damage
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either to the seals or to the glass or
quartz tubing within which the dis-
charge takes place.

Experiment has shown that there is
an upper limit of loading which each
type of vitreous material wiil safely
withstand whether in single or mul-
tiple flashes. Quartz is capable of the
highest loading of all. The so-called
hard glasses,come next on the list and
the soft glasses can only safely with-
stand lower currents. Nevertheless,
even with lime soda tubing, current
densities of the order of 1,000 amperes
per sq. cm. may be safely passed in
single flashes, at higher loadings the
inside wall of the glass becomes
" crazed." If, as is necessary for some
purposes, it is desirable to pass a
sequence of discharges at higher fre-
quencies, e.g., 10 to 500 per second,
then the current density of each flash
must be correspondingly lowered,
otherwise the integrated load may
cause over-heating of the tube wall
It is therefore necessary to take care
of three main factors in regard to the
tube design:-

(i) The current density in a single
flash must not be so high as to
cause vo,latilisation or melting of
the inner su?face of the tube.

(ii) The total power dissipated by
the lamp ,must be such that an
allowable temperature rise is not
exceeded. The value of this
temperature rise depends on the
material of which the tube is
constructed.

(iii) The tube itself may be either
straight or it may be bent into
spiral or other configuration ac-
cording to the purpose for which
the,emitted light is required.

Various types of flash discharge
lamp will be demonstrated during the
course of the lecture. There is a maxi-
mum current which a given tube will
pass and therefore when this peak
current is reached the effect of dis-
charging a greater quantity of elec-
tricity through the tube is to increase
the duration of the flash.

The value of the peak current is de-
termined both by the physical dimen-
sions, i.e., length and diameter of the
discharge tube and by the nature and
pressure of the gas. With these re- .

quirements in mind a series of tubes
have been developed which can be
used to cover a wide variety of illu-
mination purposes.

In Sieray tubes F.T.2 and F,T.3, in
order to obtain a compact type of
light source the discharge tube
proper is bent into the form of a close
helix. The F.T.2 tube can carry a

single flash of 400 joules, while the
F.T.3 tube can be loaded to 200 joules
for a single flash, The F.T.4, 5, and 6
tubes are of straight form and have
discharge path lengths of 30, 20, and
10 cm. respectively. The F.T.7, 8, and
9 tubes are similar, but the discharge
path is,confined within a quartz.tube
to enable higher loadings up to
300 joules to be used. Much larger
tubes than these illustrated have been
developed for special purposes. A
typical range is illustrated in Fig. 13.
In each case the gasfiIling in
the tube is either krypton or xenon,
which have been found to give the

(b)

(u)

Fig. 13. V.rious types of flash
discharge lamps.

(b)

highest visual and photographic
efficiencies. A whole series of dif-
ferent flllings have, however, been
investigated, and a common feature.of
them all is the fact that the high cur-
rent density causes excitation of very
complex spectra, and therefore of a
light which in most cases approxi-
mates to white light. This will be
demonstrated during the course of
the lecture. The possibility of utiiis-
ing the special properties of mercury
and other metallic ,vapours under
flash conditions has not been over-
looked; and experimental devices
have been worked out to utilise
mercury vapour both at high and low
pressures. With many gases and
metallic vapours simultaneous excita-
tion of the various components ban
occur, and the conditions may be so
arranged that there is a high outpul
in the U.V. region, see Fig. L4.
This output may be used for the ex-
citation of fluorescent coatings. By
the use of powders of long afterglow,
i.e., powders exhibiting phosphor-
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escence, it is possible to partially
bridge the gap between successive
pulses of radiation from the tube, pro-
viding that the frequency of pulsing
is 100 cycles per second or higher.
While so far no practical use has been
found for this application of fluor-
escence, it is not impossible that it
may become of importance at some
future date.

With regard to tube life, it is diffi-
cult if not impossible to give accurate
figures. The conditions of operation
to some extent determine the life,
and in some cases 'it is necessary, for
example, to have a different electrode
arrangement for a tube designed for
single high power flashes than when
the tube is required for the s,ame total
energy dissipation but occurring in
recurring series of flashes. Lives of
hundreds of thousands of flashes are,
however, normal.

(3) Triggering of the Discharge

As explained in (2) above, it is an
essential feature in most types of
circuit used for .the operation of flash
lamps that the striking voltage of the
lamp is substantially greater than the
voltage to which the condenser is
charged. If this were not so, as the
tube is connected directly across the
condenser terminals, immediately its
striking voltage is attained in the
charging cycle the tube would break
down and discharge the condenser,
irrespective of any control unit
which might be employed therewith.
The resistance of the tube, therefore,
at the condenser voltage must be of a
very high order so that little or no
leakage occurs. The discharge may
then be initiated by the application of
a suitably high voltage to either an.
ignitor electr'ode situated within the
dischalge path or by means of a third
electrode taking the form of a thin
wire wrapped round part of the out-
side of the discharge tube proper, or
by the stimulus of an adjacent high
frequency field. It will be realised
that with any of these arrangements,
provided that the condenser can be
charged up at a sufficiently high rate,
ignition of the tube can be controlled
by means of an external circuit
operating on the high voltage ignitor
electrode.

Application of Condenser Flash
Tubes

The flash discharge tube is suitable
for use as a stroboscopic illuminator,
as a high power source of single
flashes, as an illuminant for high
speed photography and for other



purpuses. To this end the discharge
tube,permanently connected across
the terminals of the main condenser
is arranged in suitable relationship to
a lens ,or mirror loptical system, so
ihat the tube output illuminates the
moving "object under investigation.
The condens'er is connected to a
charging circuit of the correct D.C.
voltage and of sufficient output to
load the condenser for each flash in
,an interval'of ti,me substantially less
than the period which must elapse be-
tween consecutive. flashes. The flashes
themseives are brought about in.
synchrony with the repetition ,rate of
the object to be illuminated either by
means of a make and break contact
mechanism actuated by the move-
ment of the equipment under investi-
€ation' 'or by some other periodic
means which can be accurately con-
tr,olled and timed in relation to the
desired frequency of flashing. Wifh a
suitably designed combination the
total duration of a flash may lie be-
tween 5 and 100 microseconds, ac-
cording to the lamp and circuit in use.
If, therefore, the source is reqtrired
Jor the examination of, say, a shaft
rotating at 3,000 r.p.m. the shaft will
make ,one complete rotation in 20
miili-seconds. With a duration df
flash therefore of, say, 20 micro-
seconds the shaft will be illuminated
in each revolution for

## x 360' or arc : .036".

This gives of course very sharp
definition and an apparently complete
arrestrnent of the movement of the
shaft as will be demonstrated during
the lecture.

It is not proposed in a general re-
view of this,type to discuss in. any
detail the types of circuit which have
been develop,ed for the triggering and
operation of condenser flash discharge
tubes. Edgerton, of M.I.T. in A,merica,
tras developed circuits employing the

Strobotron, which is a cold cathode
g'rid glow tube for controlling the
triggering circuit. The hot cathod'e
grid controiled rectifier known as the
thyratron may be similarly employed,
and use may be rirade ,of the simpl,e
gondenser resistance r:elaxation oscil-
Iator for providing the self-actuating
flashing system or the grid of'the
thyratron may be controlled by
mechanical or electronic means to
actuate the triggering impulse.
Alternatively a hard valve time
base may be used. Arrangernents
have be,en worked out which enable a
beam of light falling ,on a photocell
to act as the controlling nechanism,
which, through a suitable circuit
arrangement, can bring about the
high power discharge from the
condenser through the flash tube,

There is, how,eve,r, a point ,of r.nore
general interest. While a single flash
of high.intensity may be used for
photographic purp,oses, it is the pro-
duct of ihtensity and time which
governs the density of the resultant
photographi.c image. In general
terms, therefore, if we have a flash of
one million lu,mens with a duration of
50 microseconds, the output can be'
described as a 50 lumen second outl
put. Similarly, a flash of 10 million
lumens enduring for 5 microseconds
would have the same output of 50
lumen seconds, and the photographic
result would be approximately the
same as in the first instance. It is
interesting to speculate on the effect
on the visual mechanism 'of the eye
of a 50 lumen second output produced
in different ways. Perhaps the point
can best be illustrated by rneans of a
simple experiment. If we operate a
10-watt tungsten filament lamp at
5 L/W for one second, then the total
output wiil be 50 lumen seconds. If
now we operate a flash discharge tube
with a duration of 50 microseconds
and an average outpr.it over the pe,riod
of 106 lumens, we will again obtain

50 lurnen seconds, but the effect pro-
duced on the visual mechanism of the
eye is immensely greater in the latter
case than in the former. If, instead
of single pulses, the output from the
flash tube was arranged to for,m a se-
quence of pulses of, say, 200 per
second, the retina would receive a
series ,of images, presumably owing
their density to the peak intensity
attained in ,each pulse, and not to the
integrated energy ,over the period of
illumination. It is known that under
high current density flash conditions
the efficiency of the xenon-fiIled lamp
is much greater than when the tube is
operated continuously.' The effect is
due largely to the high brder of ex-
citation of the arc spectrum in the
visible region'and to the broad con,L
tinuum of radiation. The question I
,want to ask is, Can this effect be
utilised? Can a series of pulses of
very short duration and high in-
tensity f,ollowing one another in such
rapid succession that the visual im-
pression .is that of a aontinuum of
lig[t pr'oduce an apparent illumina-
tion when ,assessed visually much
greater than can bg produced by a
similar dissipation of power operating
through a continuously radiating
source? If. it can, then the merits of
such a system should be investigated.
Let us assu,me that the light from a
cinema pr'ojector, for exampl€r con-
sisted of a series of pulses of radiation
o'f vbry short duration but ,of a very
high intensity. The cinema film could
be driven continuously across the
axis of the optical projection system,
and there wouid be no cut-off of light
by the chopping rhechanism as no
gate would be necessary. It woul{
only be necessary to synchronise each
pulse of light with each,picture frame
in order to obtain a stationary picture.

It is realised that in this simple ex-
ample with the present picture frame
repetiti,o,n rate ,of 24 per second un-
desirable flicker will occur. The possi-
bility, however, of utilising a sequ,ence
of several flashes during the stationdry
peri,od ,of each fr:ame with existing
types of fi.Im movement mechanism'could be considered. In this case the
ciicuit would be arranged only to
operate when the fiIm was stationary.

There are, of oourse, numerous
points which wouid require elucida-
tion. For ,example, will the eye
fatigue more rapidly to a source of
iight which is apparently continuous
only because the retina is re-stimu-
Iated ,bef'ore the visual mechanism has

(u)

Fig. 14. Spectogram showing dischirge through Krypton-Xenon mixture.
(") Under high current fash conditions.
(b) Under continuous low current operatio4,
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had tirne to recover from the previous
stimulus. If such a system was ad,op-
ted for sp,ecial ,purposes or for general
illuminati,on, would the human eye
ultimately be impaired due to the
puising stimulus? We have to con.
sider this surely in relation to the fact
that the eye has evolved through
aeons ,of tim,e under the continuous
radiation of the sun. In cpn-sidering it
account would have to be taken of the
fact that the interval ,of time between
each successive stimuiation of the
retina may be as high as 1,000 times
the actual duration o,f the radiating
stimulus. In other words, there would
be long intervals of darkness punctu-
ated by intense flashes of iight, but
the flashes would foilow one another
sufficiently quickiy to give the appear-
ance ,of continuous illumination. It
wouid be necessary to assess whether
under these ne'w conditions the phen-
omenon of persistence of vision would
follow the same general rules as have
been esta'blished for light flashes of
muoh longer average duration. Pre-
liminary experiments have indicated
that to pnoduce a visual continuum
with very short pulses the frequency
of flashes m,ust be several times that
required with,ordinary comparatively
long duration periodic flashes, but
this should n'ot be taken as accurately
establ.ished. The principle'of a pulse
liehting system has been illustrated in
terms ,of its p,ossible application to
cinema ,proiection, but it is no d,oubt
capable of much wider application.
Consideration is being given to its
use for special cases of general
illumination

It would appear that the visual effi-
ciency of s,uch a lighting system can
be rnade ''extr.emely high, ds there is
some evidence that the visual stimu-
lus would be related to the peak illu-
mination of a single pulse while the
integrated power would be quite low
as the duration of the dark period
might"be up to or more than 100 times
the total duration of'the light. At a
frequency o,f 200 flashes per second,
with each flash enduring for 50 micro-
seconds, the tirne' of illumination
would be one per cent. of the total
time but the illumination would ap-
pear continu,ous, For some purposes
strobosco'pic effects would render the
use of such a system invalid, but it
would appear that it has many

featur'es worthy of further investiga-
tion.

Arnong other uses for flash dis-
charge tubes their application to high
speed photography has received de-
tailed study from Edgerton and his
oo-workers and in other laboratorieg
both in America and in this
country. Very high-power lamps
have been us'ed during the war by
American Air Force photographic
reconnaissance planes for low alti-
tude night photography. The equip-
ment was designed by Dr. Harold
Edgbrton of M.I.T. Smali tubes of the
F.T.3 type may be ,associated with
suitable circuits to produc,e strobo-
scopic illuminators, and one such
arrangeme,nt calibrated as a strobo-
scopic tachometer is already proving
its value for rrianv industrial and
eiperimental investigations. Whjte
such arrrangements have been known
for many years, the light sourc,e has
generally been of the neon iarnp or
cathode glow. type. The introduction
of the high-power condenser flash
tube has enabled much greater light
outputs to be obtained of a col'our
which is very accepta,ble both {or
visual ror photographic examination.
An interesting applicati'on is in con-
nection with the photography .of
cloud charnber tracks in cosmic ray
and similar investigations.

Gonclusions

Metal vapour and gas discharge
tubes of several new types have been
described. Only those designs which
may reasonably 'be described as
bright light sources have been in-
cluded in the present survey. It
rwould seem that in both the case of
the high-wattage mercury larnps and
the high-power flash discharge lamps
the development of the light sources
has outstripped developments in their
fields of application. The next phase
will prgbatbly, therefore, be one of
,examining new ways in which they
ca'n be applied by the illuminating
engineer to assist in the solution of
both old and new pr,oble,ms. Mean-
while research on these compara-
tively new lamps is proceeding.

Tke awthor i,s i,ndebted, to th.e Directoratei of
Scientifi)c Research, of the Mi.nistri.es ;f
Aircraft Production and, Suppllt, for permi.ssion
to incl,ud,e i,n the paper reference to worh done at
thei,r request.
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